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Whilst Ron Churchill and I were doing our researches on and drafting our report of the 

Brussels Hoard, Marion Archibald and Barrie Cook were doing their report on the 1969 

Colchester Hoard (See British Museum Occasional Paper No. 87, pages 67 to 142 plus plates). 

We liaised with them on a regular basis and discussed various aspects of dating, the 

sequences of some sub classes and the numbers involved. This included confirmation that the 

one coin of 5a4 in Colchester and now in the British Museum was not from class 5e but was 

die linked to Brussels coins from 5a. 

A key factor leading to the discovery of the Hoard was that during the construction of the 

building which covered the find site a decision was made to reverse the direction of operation 

of the escalators between the floors which meant that the newly positioned stairwell had to 

be excavated by hand as it was not possible to get mechanical equipment into that part of the 

newly constructed building and it was these men who unearthed the container. But for that 

the hoard could well have finished up in landfill via the large bucket of an excavator! 

One point which intrigued all of us was the fact that there were 1916 coins with a value of 

£7.19s8d i.e. 4d short of both £8 and 12 marks. Ron and I were convinced that there were 

most likely 1920 coins or exactly £8 or 12 marks and it is understood that the inquest was told 

that the finders threw some coins into the air in their excitement although this was denied at 

a later stage. Whatever the truth, it is likely that four coins from the top of the container were 

dropped in the freshly disturbed earth and were never recovered.  

It should also be remembered that the owners of the hoard were most likely Jewish financiers 

who would have known to the penny what was in the container which was of a size capable 

of holding 100 marks or 16000 coins. Whether or not it had at one time been full will never 

be known but the fact remains that the total number of coins eventually listed from the 1969 

find was 14076 or £58.13s0d, exactly 4d short of £58.13s4d or eighty-eight marks. With the 

Bury St Edmunds coins having been deposited at a later date the hoard can be split into two 

parts several years apart. It is felt likely that the initial deposit took place during the 

production of coins from class 5c in around late 1256 and that the Bury coins were added 

during the 1270’s. The fact that the moneyer Roger of Canterbury was appointed in 1275 

suggests a dramatic narrowing of the 1268/78 dating band for the final closure of the 

Colchester Hoard postulated by John Brand (See BM87, p 87). Brand selected these dates in 

the absence of any coins of Roger who he knew to have been appointed in 1275 but for whom 

there were no coins known at that time; three such coins are now known. See also Mints & 

Moneyers during the Reign of Henry III by Ron Churchill Appx B, pages 409/10. 


